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Abstract
Introduction Medical errors have an incidence of 9%
and may lead to worse patient outcome. Teamwork
training has the capacity to significantly reduce medical
errors and therefore improve patient outcome. One
common framework for teamwork training is crisis
resource management, adapted from aviation and usually
trained in simulation settings. Debriefing after simulation
is thought to be crucial to learning teamwork-related
concepts and behaviours but it remains unclear how best
to debrief these aspects. Furthermore, teamwork-training
sessions and studies examining education effects on
undergraduates are rare. The study aims to evaluate the
effects of two teamwork-focused debriefings on team
performance after an extensive medical student teamwork
training.
Methods and analyses A prospective experimental study
has been designed to compare a well-established threephase debriefing method (gather–analyse–summarise; the
GAS method) to a newly developed and more structured
debriefing approach that extends the GAS method with
TeamTAG (teamwork techniques analysis grid). TeamTAG
is a cognitive aid listing preselected teamwork principles
and descriptions of behavioural anchors that serve as
observable patterns of teamwork and is supposed to help
structure teamwork-focused debriefing. Both debriefing
methods will be tested during an emergency room
teamwork-training simulation comprising six emergency
medicine cases faced by 35 final-year medical students
in teams of five. Teams will be randomised into the two
debriefing conditions. Team performance during simulation
and the number of principles discussed during debriefing
will be evaluated. Learning opportunities, helpfulness and
feasibility will be rated by participants and instructors.
Analyses will include descriptive, inferential and
explorative statistics.
Ethics and dissemination The study protocol was
approved by the institutional office for data protection and
the ethics committee of Charité Medical School Berlin and
registered under EA2/172/16. All students will participate
voluntarily and will sign an informed consent after
receiving written and oral information about the study.
Results will be published.

Strengths and limitations of this study
►► The study design builds on established principles of

teaching and assessing teamwork.
►► The study will be one of the first to explore the

effects of teamwork-focused debriefing on team
performance with undergraduate medical students.
►► The study will be embedded in a well-established
simulation setting with proven efficacy.
►► The study will be a pragmatic, randomised
comparison of two debriefing methods.
►► Only a single centre will be studied.
►► Feedback quality will not be externally evaluated.

Introduction
Medical errors and adverse events occur with
an incidence of about 9% and can seriously
harm patients.1 2 Error rates in emergency
settings are even reported to be twice as
high.3–5 Most medical errors originate from
human factors and teamwork6 or medication
errors7 and about half of all medical errors
are considered preventable.1 7
Empirical evidence6 8–11 suggests that
improving teamwork may be key to reducing
medical error. Yet, although teamwork and
patient safety are prominent objectives in
many national outcome frameworks,12–14
these topics are insufficiently represented
in undergraduate education and are rarely
assessed, even though validated teamwork
assessment tools exist.15 16 Consequently,
about 60% of junior doctors in Germany
reported feeling inadequately prepared for
clinical practice17 and almost half of the residents in a Canadian survey reported feeling
overwhelmed when leading a resuscitation
team.18
In addition, common interventions
targeting the quality of teamwork and human
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Training and debriefing
The concept of CRM was originally derived from safety
training in aviation and has been adapted to the healthcare sector, another high-stakes environment.22 The idea
of CRM is to guide individuals and teams in emergency
situations (crises), encouraging them to use all available
resources to manage the situation effectively and prevent
critical incidents from occurring in the first place. CRM
training has been shown to be a potent tool to improve
teamwork and—as a consequence—patient safety.23–25 In
our study, elements of CRM set the framework for teamwork training and debriefing during an emergency room
simulation.
Simulation debriefing is defined as a bidirectional
and interactive discussion after a simulation in which
participants reflect on their actions and analyse their
performance.21 Feedback is a central process element
of debriefing that is often used as a conversational technique especially in participants with little experience in
debriefing.26 Feedback is defined as the delivery of information to improve reasoning or behaviour compared
with defined performance standards,26 27 and it is critical
in improving learning.21 How best to integrate feedback
into debriefing, what specific aspects to address and how
to structure debriefing to foster learning are, however,
still unknown.21 28 The goal of this study is thus to evaluate the potential benefit of preselecting certain aspects
to be discussed during debriefing and of structuring
debriefing with the help of a cognitive aid. To this end,
we will compare a well-established debriefing method
to a more structured and feedback-focused method to
evaluate their effects on teamwork, learning opportunities, feasibility and helpfulness for participants (and
instructors). We will focus on two debriefing methods,
the gather–analyse–summarise (GAS) method and the GAS
method plus a cognitive aid:
1. The GAS method: This debriefing method
consists of three parts: gathering, analysing and
summarising.29 30 The GAS method is one of many
similar three-step debriefing structures26 and has
been used, for example, in simulation courses run
by the American Heart Association.30 During the first
2

phase (gather), participants are given the opportunity
to report their thoughts on the simulated situation.
They are encouraged to exchange their views on
what actually happened to establish a shared mental
model of the situation. This model can afterwards be
used to discuss the simulation in a learner-centred
way (analyse). During this process, questions tailored
towards specific learning objectives are used to
facilitate participants’ reflection on and analysis
of their actions and induce learning. Finally, the
debriefing is summed up and critically reviewed by
the team and its instructor (summarise).26 29 Topics
discussed during the debriefing using this method
are mostly self-selected by the team and instructor,
which makes this method highly flexible. A possible
drawback with regard to teamwork (or any other
specific learning objective) is that its potential to
enhance the quality of teamwork is influenced by the
instructor’s level of experience.26 A typical question
to start the debriefing with the gather step might be
‘How do you feel now?’ followed in the analysis step by
‘What worked well?’ or ‘Do you see any opportunities
for improvement?’ The summarise step might be
initiated by ‘What we learned from this session….’
2. The GAS method plus a cognitive aid: This newly
developed debriefing method uses the GAS
structure detailed above and additionally provides
the instructors with a cognitive aid to structure
the debriefing in more detail. It further provides
a selection of important aspects to address during
debriefing. Cognitive aids are ‘structured pieces of
information designed to enhance cognition and
adherence to…best practices.’31 Cognitive aids have
been shown to be beneficial in different areas of
medicine.32–34 Moreover, cognitive aids are useful for
debriefing: Instructors’ use of a cognitive aid may
improve participants’ acquisition of behavioural and
cognitive outcomes after simulation—especially so
with novice instructors.35 In practice, such aids are
often a pocket card, script or poster.
We will use a specific cognitive aid called ‘TeamTAG’
(teamwork techniques analysis grid) to foster observation and feedback relevant to teamwork. TeamTAG is a
guideline for structuring the feedback process during
debriefing and remembering what to address during the
analysis step of the GAS method. The TeamTAG lists teamwork-relevant CRM principles together with descriptions
of behavioural anchors that serve as directly observable
patterns of teamwork and provides space for notes (see
online supplementary information). The TeamTAG can
be printed on a single sheet of paper (A4) and filled in
during observation of the simulation. After the simulation, instructors have the flexibility to set priorities for
debriefing based on their observations and structured
notes. The debriefing itself will follow the same structure as under the GAS method. However, the TeamTAG
might, for example, remind instructors that team leaders
Freytag J, et al. BMJ Open 2017;7:e015977. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-015977
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factors, such as simulation training and crisis resource
management (CRM) training, have produced a variety
of effects.19 20 In both simulation and CRM training,
debriefing is considered crucial to enhancing learning21
but little is known about how best to debrief. In fact, the
widely differing effects of simulation may very well result
from differences in debriefing. A feasible and beneficial debriefing method, particularly for undergraduates,
could lead to more effective simulation sessions and thus
ease the transition into clinical practice for junior doctors.
This could ultimately lead to a reduction of medical errors
and thus improved patient outcome. In this study we will
compare the effects of two different debriefing methods
on team performance and the acquisition of teamwork
skills during teamwork simulations for medical students.

Open Access

Hypotheses
First, we assume that the GAS method plus TeamTAG
will be a more effective debriefing tool than the common
GAS method alone and will lead to the discussion of more
teamwork-relevant principles. Debriefing using the GAS
method plus TeamTAG should thus result in more learning
opportunities for teams and ultimately in improved team
performance. This hypothesis is based on the fact that the
TeamTAG is concise and guides observation and feedback
with practical examples. Using these examples during
observation may help focus the observers’ attention36 and
result in the team discussing more teamwork-relevant
CRM principles. In undergraduate education, instructors
are often novices and vary considerably regarding how
experienced they are in debriefing. Because novices were
shown to benefit more from structured debriefing scripts
than more experienced instructors,35 we consider our
environment (see the Methods and analysis section) ideal
for detecting differences between the two debriefing
methods if they exist.
Hypothesis 1a: Participants who receive debriefing
based on the GAS method plus TeamTAG will show a
greater improvement in team performance than those
who discuss the simulation according to the common
GAS method alone.
Hypothesis 1b: Participants who receive debriefing
based on the GAS method plus TeamTAG will report
discussing a higher number of CRM principles than
participants who are debriefed with the GAS method
alone.
Second, we expect that teams receiving debriefing based
on the GAS method plus TeamTAG will perceive teamwork skills as more important after the simulation event,
which should increase their sensitivity to a culture of
safety and the likelihood of changing their behaviour.37 38
Moreover, perceiving the content of the debriefing as
more important should lead to higher overall satisfaction
with and perception of helpfulness of the debriefing.
Hypothesis 2a: Participants who receive debriefing
based on the GAS method plus TeamTAG will report a
higher level of perceived importance of teamwork principles than those who are debriefed according to the
common GAS method.
Hypothesis 2b: Participants who receive debriefing
based on the GAS method plus TeamTAG will report
higher satisfaction with and helpfulness of the debriefing
they received than those who are debriefed according to
the GAS method alone.
Third, we will focus on the satisfaction of the instructors as a measure of feasibility and efficiency. We expect
higher satisfaction when they use the GAS method plus
TeamTAG as it might facilitate more structured feedback
Freytag J, et al. BMJ Open 2017;7:e015977. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-015977

and it provides a better opportunity for instructors to
address the learning objectives of their participants.
Hypothesis 3: Instructors who use the GAS method plus
TeamTAG will report higher levels of feasibility and efficiency of their debriefing than instructors who use the
GAS method alone.
Methods and analysis
This investigation is designed as a prospective experimental superiority study with intervention and control
groups receiving debriefing during a simulation training
based on either the GAS method plus TeamTAG or the
GAS method alone, respectively. The study will be executed
during an emergency department (ED) simulation at
Charité Medical School, Berlin, Germany, on 14 January
2017. The ED simulation has been implemented at the
local skills laboratory since 2013 on a peer-led basis. The
main goal of this extensive, 8-hour night-shift simulation
training is to give students the opportunity to experience
being the person in charge of a patient’s healthcare. This
event takes place once a year, with about 35 students in
their final year of medical studies participating voluntarily.
Participants are recruited via newsletter and advertising
posters. The students act in randomly assigned teams of
five and self-select into different roles (team leader, team
member, observer), which they switch during the night.
Simulated patients and high-fidelity simulators are used
to create realistic case simulations; simulated radiological
and laboratory services are provided. One of the main
goals of the event is to improve students’ confidence
in working with medical emergencies in an ED over
the course of the night.39 The simulation was awarded
a project prize by the German Association for Medical
Education in 2016.
Each student team has to work on six simulated cases.
Each case is staffed with a case instructor who is responsible for the simulation and provides technical help. Each
student team is accompanied by a group instructor who
guides the participants during the night. After every case,
multisource feedback is provided by simulated patients,
observing participants and case instructors. As part of
our study, in 2017 participants will additionally receive
a teamwork-based debriefing by the group instructors
after every case in one of two conditions (GAS method vs
GAS method plus TeamTAG). Additionally, the quality of
teamwork will be rated by trained raters throughout the
night.
As group instructors we will choose experienced peer
teachers who are advanced in their healthcare studies
(medicine, nursing) and have completed emergency
room courses/electives during their studies. Peer teachers
at Charité Medical School Berlin frequently give courses
in clinical skills training and simulator-based emergency
medicine trainings for other medical students. All group
instructors undergo extensive feedback training during
their studies and are furthermore trained in working with
and debriefing groups.
3
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‘allocate roles & tasks’ or are responsible for ‘monitoring
progress’ (according to the CRM principle ‘exercise
leadership and followership’). These aspects might be
specifically addressed by group instructors to improve
group reflection during the analysis step.
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Team performance measurement
To measure team performance, we will use the Team
Emergency Assessment Measure (TEAM).15 TEAM is
an assessment tool that has been applied to both clinical and simulation environments.15 16 41 It consists of 11
items belonging to the three subscales leadership, teamwork and task management. Example items are ‘the team
leader maintained a global perspective’ and ‘the team
prioritized tasks’, measured on a 5-point Likert scale of
0 (never) to 4 (always). Additionally, it includes an overall
rating of team performance (range: 1 (very poor performance) to 10 (very good performance)).
As there was no German version of the TEAM, the
English version was translated into German using
elements of the TRAPD (translation, review, adjudication,
pretest, documentation) methodology.42 Two investigators (JF and FS) independently translated the TEAM into
German in parallel, reviewed the results and consented to
one version, which was translated back by a native English
speaker. This new version was compared with the original
TEAM and agreed to by both investigators and the native
speaker. All steps of the translation were documented.
After the TEAM was translated, we developed a rater
training. The training involves three aspects that are
important in preparation for accurately assessing a
certain behaviour or skill1 43: a rater error training in which
information is provided on typical rating errors to raise
awareness and prevent them,2 a performance dimension
training to teach raters about the targeted dimensions,
including definitions and videotaped examples, and3
a frame-of-reference training, in which videotaped examples showing teamwork of different levels of quality are
assessed and discussed. All raters who will be responsible
4

for TEAM ratings in this study (case instructors and additional raters) will receive this rater training and additional
written material on teamwork and how to use the TEAM.
Group instructors debriefing training
Before data collection, all group instructors will receive
a teamwork-related training and additional written material with information about how to provide feedback and
conduct debriefings and about human factors in general
and CRM in particular, which is intended to serve as a
framework for discussing all teamwork aspects during
debriefing. The training will include videos showing
good and bad examples of teamwork and will be followed
by discussions about opportunities for debriefing in
these specific situations (adapted from frame of reference training43). After this training, which will be the
same for all group instructors, the instructors will be
randomly assigned, stratified by level of academic education and additional professional training (eg, nurse or
paramedic), to the two conditions. The two groups will
receive separate instruction from the investigators: The
intervention group instructors will be told to discuss their
groups’ performance with the help of the TeamTAG and
to focus on each CRM principle of the TeamTAG at least
once during the first five cases (ie, one or two principles
per case) so that by case 6 all CRM principles will have
been debriefed and team performance during case 6 can
be compared between conditions. Furthermore, they
will be instructed to re-evaluate their previous focus of
debriefing after each case if behaviour does not change
sufficiently from their perspective. The order of chosen
topics can be varied by the instructors and should be
adjusted to observed difficulties in teamwork during the
simulation. The control group instructors will be advised
to give feedback regarding whatever teamwork-related
aspect they deem important during the first five cases and
also to re-evaluate the teamwork if needed. Instructors
will stay with their groups during the whole simulation
event to guarantee coordinated, consistent and longitudinal feedback.
Data collection
Upon arrival, every student participant will create an individual anonymised study code, which will be entered on
every form and questionnaire and will allow us to link all
measurements during the course of the night. Students
will also track their role (leader, member, observer) after
every case to allow subgroup analyses in relation to these
roles. Figure 1 depicts the data collection procedure
during the night-shift simulation.
Before starting the simulation, all 35 participants
will be asked to fill in a first questionnaire that assesses
possible confounders such as demographic data, professional training as a nurse or paramedic, or any training
in teamwork/human factors. Next, students will be
randomly assigned to seven groups via a computer-generated algorithm by the principal investigator. Four groups
will serve as intervention groups and the remaining three
Freytag J, et al. BMJ Open 2017;7:e015977. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-015977
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Development of the TeamTAG as cognitive aid
As a basis for this study, the TeamTAG guideline was
developed with the goal of having a feasible and time-efficient feedback instrument that supports teaching basic
teamwork skills to participants. Two investigators (JF and
FS) developed the TeamTAG guidelines that present
six common CRM principles,22 40 each accompanied by
the description of behavioural anchors. The six principles are (1) anticipate and plan ahead, (2) set priorities
dynamically, (3) call for help early, (4) exercise leadership and followership, (5) communicate effectively and
(6) re-evaluate repeatedly. The TeamTAG can be found
in the online supplementary material. The CRM principles and their behavioural anchors were chosen to fit the
following criteria: (A) simulation setting, (B) presumed
skills of participants, (C) experience of instructors and
(D) observability. The tool was reviewed and adjusted
by an experienced group of anaesthesiologists, emergency medicine physicians, simulation instructors and
peer tutors, all experienced in medical education and
simulation-based learning. In a prestudy, feasibility for
instructors was examined (see the Preliminary results
section) but not compared with an approach without the
TeamTAG.

Open Access

as controls; participants will not know to which condition they are assigned. After randomisation, all groups
will gather separately and will be asked to discuss already
known principles of teamwork and 15 multiple-choice
questions concerning emergency medicine. A recent
study showed that the results of such discussions are
linked to team performance.44
During the simulation, all groups will face six simulations
where teamwork will be measured and teamwork-related
feedback provided. All cases depict common emergency
situations where the participation of an emergency team
in the emergency room is needed. Table 1 gives a brief
overview of the diagnoses of the six cases and challenges
for teamwork.
During every case, team performance will be measured
using the TEAM,16 which will be filled in by the case
instructors and an additional rater. The two TEAM raters
will be blind to the debriefing condition the group is
assigned to.

After every case (duration about 30 min), debriefing
will start (duration about 20 min) with checklist-based
feedback from the simulated patients (focus: communication skills, empathy) and the case instructors and peer
observers (focus: factual knowledge, diagnostic skills). As
the last part of the debriefing process, the teamwork-related debriefing will be conducted by the group instructor
using the GAS method with or without the support of the
TeamTAG depending on the experimental condition.
The strict timing, which will be centrally coordinated, will
be necessary for a smooth transition of groups between
cases and to ensure that the total length of the simulation
does not exceed 8 hours.
After the debriefing process, all group members will
be asked to evaluate the case and rate how helpful the
debriefing was. Group instructors in both conditions will
track the main topics of their teamwork debriefing in a
debriefing protocol as free text. After the simulation, the
content of these debriefing protocols will be clustered

Table 1 Teamwork-relevant cases presented in the emergency department simulation
Case

Diagnosis

Challenges for teamwork

 1
 2

Exacerbated COPD
Ischaemic stroke of middle cerebral artery

Conflict management, control of emotions due to challenging patient
Task management, communication with colleagues
Manage aphasic patient

 3

STEMI and non-sustained ventricular
tachycardia

Patient deterioration (cardiac arrhythmia) during care

 4

Ventricular fibrillation following STEMI

Team leadership, structured ACLS

 5
 6

Haemodynamically unstable ruptured spleen Set priorities in evaluation and management, structured ATLS
Head laceration with ethanol intoxication
Manage agitated patient

ACLS, advanced cardiac life support; ATLS, advanced trauma life support; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; STEMI, STelevation myocardial infarction.
Freytag J, et al. BMJ Open 2017;7:e015977. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-015977
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Figure 1 Study flow chart. CRM, crisis resource management; GAS, gather–analyse–summarise; R, randomisation; TEAM,
Team Emergency Assessment Measure; TeamTAG, teamwork techniques analysis grid.
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Collected data
1. Baseline characteristics: The data collected on the first
questionnaire and the results of group and teamwork
discussions will be used to compare the baseline
between the two conditions. Discussion results will
be analysed qualitatively to identify differences in
knowledge and in the personal definition of good
teamwork at the beginning of the night. Furthermore,
the TEAM scores during the first simulation case will
serve as the baseline team performance.
2. Hypothesis 1 measurement (team performance,
number of CRM principles discussed): Team
performance will be evaluated using the 11 items of the
translated TEAM. Similar to previous studies,15 16 41 45 46
we will analyse ratings on the item level (range: 0–4),
the sum score (range: 0–44) and the overall rating per
case (range: 1–10). The number of CRM principles
discussed will be derived from two sources, namely,
the debriefing protocols of the group instructors and
participants.
3. Hypothesis 2 measurement (importance, satisfaction,
helpfulness): Estimated relevance of the CRM
principles learnt and overall satisfaction with the
simulation will be evaluated on 7-point Likert scales
at the end of the night. Helpfulness of the debriefing
from the different providers (simulated patient,
peer, case tutor and group tutor) will be rated by
participants after every case on a 7-point Likert scale.
4. Hypothesis 3 measurement (instructor ratings):
Debriefing evaluation of the group instructors
(feasibility, efficiency and difficulty of providing
feedback) will be measured with 7-point Likert scales
and as free-text answers at the end of the night.
5. Other measures: The general evaluation form will ask
participants to rate pleasure, quality of instruction
during the night, difficulty of cases and possibility of
applying knowledge on 7-point Likert scales.
All 7-point Likert scales will be coded from +3 (strongly
agree) to −3 (strongly disagree). All data collection forms will
be available upon request.
Analyses
Data will be analysed in SPSS 24 and R using descriptive,
inferential and explorative statistics. We conducted a
calculation of power for our primary research question
(team performance). Recent studies, reporting mainly
data for well-trained and experienced teams, showed
6

TEAM sum scores up to 40.45 46 Only one study provided
data for less experienced teams with a TEAM sum score
of 21.45 On the basis of these results and data from a
prestudy (see the TeamTAG section in the Preliminary
results section), we expect a TEAM sum score of about
20 for an untrained team and a score of around 40 for
teams that receive a training related to teamwork skills
and/or have a lot of experience in this area. These scores
indicate a potential increase due to training of up to 20
points on the TEAM sum score. As a relevant training
effect for a single training event such as ours, we estimate
a gain in the TEAM sum score of 11 points (ie, one point
per item). Using the SD from the last published study on
the TEAM46 (SD=4.4) and α<0.05, we have determined
that about six teams are needed to detect a significant
difference between the conditions with a power of 80%.
Missing data will be handled using pairwise deletion.
1. Baseline characteristics: Discussion results of the
intervention and control groups will be compared
using qualitative methods and confounder analysis
(demographics, prior training) with parametric and
non-parametric tests for testing equivalence. The
TEAM scores (single items, sum score, overall score)
from the first simulation case will be compared
between conditions using multilevel analyses to take
the hierarchical structure of data into account.
2. Analyses for hypothesis 1: The TEAM scores (single
items, sum score, overall score) of the intervention
and control groups during the sixth simulation
case will be compared using multilevel analyses.
The development of team performance over the six
cases will be analysed using descriptive statistics and
plotting ‘training curves’ for each team. The total
number of CRM principles discussed in the control
and intervention groups will be compared using a
multilevel model.
3. Analyses for hypothesis 2: The participants’ ratings of
the feedback’s helpfulness, the importance of CRM
principles and satisfaction with the debriefing will
be compared between the control and intervention
groups using multilevel models.
4. Analyses for hypothesis 3: Group instructors’
evaluations of the instrument will be examined
descriptively.
5. Other measures: The general evaluation will be
examined in a descriptive way.
Methodological limitations
Group instructors will not be observed while debriefing
due to our limited labour force. Therefore, we cannot
be sure the quality of the debriefing will be comparable
among the seven participating groups. Further studies
could use debriefing assessment tools such as the Observational Structured Assessment of Debriefing tool,47
which might help distinguish between effects of overall
debriefing quality and our approach. In our study, we
will try to address this limitation with extensive group
Freytag J, et al. BMJ Open 2017;7:e015977. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-015977
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independently (JF and FS) and matched with CRM principles.
Right after the last case of the night, all participants will
fill in a final evaluation, which will ask them to list all the
CRM principles on which they received feedback during
the night. Participants will also evaluate the importance
of each principle for their future work as physicians and
provide a general evaluation of the night. Every group
tutor will rate the feasibility, efficiency and difficulty of
providing feedback.

Open Access

Data sharing statement
Data analysis will be conducted by the investigator’s team
(data management team). As the study is not a clinical
trial, a data-monitoring team is not needed. The anonymised full data set will be published together with the
journal publication or using the Dryad Data Repository
(Durham, NC, USA) as required by the journal’s guidelines. Data will furthermore be stored in the local data
repository at Charité Medical School Berlin according to
the local guidelines for good scientific practice.
Preliminary results
Validation of the German TEAM
The German TEAM can be found in the online supplementary information. As a preliminary validation,
inter-rater correlation was checked between three investigators (JF, FS and DE) and an external expert on two
videotaped resuscitations. Both resuscitations were simulation based and had similar factual content; however, the
first simulation showed good teamwork and the second
intermediate teamwork performance. The videotaped
simulations were used for group instructors’ debriefing
training and for validity testing of the German TEAM.
Intraclass correlation coefficients were .99 for the first
resuscitation (mean TEAM score=42.3, SD=1.3) and .85
for the second (mean TEAM score=22.5, SD=3.1), which
indicates excellent inter-rater agreement. For this reason,
we consider the German TEAM a valid instrument for
assessing team performance in our study.
Freytag J, et al. BMJ Open 2017;7:e015977. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2017-015977

TeamTAG
A first version of TeamTAG was used in a prestudy,
conducted during the previous simulated night shift in
2016. In this prestudy, all instructors (n=7) used TeamTAG
as part of their debriefing (similar to the GAS method
plus TeamTAG). They were asked to rate the feasibility
and helpfulness of the TeamTAG (7-point Likert scale; −3
to +3), as well as whether time for debriefing was sufficient (7-point Likert scale; −3 (strongly insufficient) to +3
(strongly sufficient)). Furthermore, they could comment
on specific aspect of the guideline they liked or disliked
(free-text answers). All participants were asked how
useful the instructors’ feedback was (7-point Likert scale;
−3 to +3).
Instructors rated the guideline as a feasible tool (M=1.9,
SD=0.9) and stated that it helped them in both observing
and giving feedback to the participants of the simulation
(Mobserve=2.3, SD=0.8; Mfeedback=2.3, SD=0.5). They had a
heterogeneous view of the adequacy of time available for
debriefing (M=−0.3, SD=1.1) The participants declared
having found the feedback to be useful (M=1.7, SD=1.0).
Ethics and dissemination
The study protocol was designed according to the Declaration of Helsinki, the local guidelines for good scientific
practice at Charité Medical School Berlin and the ICMJE
(International Committee of Medical Journal Editors)
recommendations. The study protocol was approved by
the institutional office for data protection (AZ 737/16)
and the ethics committee at Charité Medical School
Berlin (EA2/172/16).
All participants and instructors will provide informed
consent. Because the simulation is already a well-known
event at Charité Medical School Berlin and receives official teaching funds, participants who refuse to take part
in our study must have a chance to participate nevertheless. In this case, students will not provide the informed
consent prior to randomisation; instead, an independent ‘no-study’ group will then be created, which will be
identical to the control group but without any teamwork
debriefing. We do not expect any harm for students who
undergo the intervention.
Publication
Results of the study will be presented during national
and international scientific meetings. The authors aim to
publish all results in a peer-reviewed journal. Part of the
protocol has been previously presented at the Research
in Medical Education (RIME) conference in Duesseldorf, Germany, in March 2017 and was awarded the RIME
Award: Best Research Protocol 2017.48
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instructor training to ensure an equal qualification level
regarding debriefing and with a randomisation of instructors to conditions. Furthermore, participants will be
asked to state the debriefing topic and to rate the quality
of debriefing after every simulation case, which will be
reported in later publications.
The time for debriefing after every case will be relatively
short due to the design of our 8-hour simulation, where
all groups will rotate through six cases to give participants
a broad overview of emergency medicine and application
areas of CRM. To use this limited time most productively,
we have added additional specifications for debriefing
(eg, focus on one or two principles per debriefing session,
as described in the Methods and analysis section) because
some instructors stated in a prestudy that the time allowed
for debriefing was not sufficient. Future studies could
investigate whether results of this study hold if all CRM
principles are being discussed and thus repeated after
every case/more often during the night and if time for
debriefing is longer. Until now, there has been no strong
evidence for the superiority of a longer debriefing.21
The study will focus only on short-term effects of two
different debriefing approaches. Further research should
investigate long-term effects on performance or changes
in behaviour during clinical practice. A last limitation of
this study is that it is a single-centre study and so results
might be limited to local circumstances.
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